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HAPPY D.2  
Feminine, chic and 

archetypal. 

Happy D.2 brings 

a new elegance 

into the bathroom. 

With its clear-cut, architectural design, Happy D. has written bathroom history and thrilled bathroom users all over the world. 

Happy D.2 is a complete bathroom solution that is just as chic, versatile and timelessly modern as its predecessor – and yet 

it’s also completely new. Because the series presents itself from a feminine side: this is achieved thanks to the fi ne radii of the 

rounded corners that feature throughout the bathroom program – and that give Happy D.2 its distinctive, archetypal design. No 

doubt about it, Happy D.2 brings a new elegance into the bathroom.

Design by sieger design
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Attractive details for living 

bathrooms: matching accesso-

ries of the series Karree.

The washbasin seems to lift visually from the wall, creating an almost floating effect – and this sense of weightlessness 

features throughout the series. The washbasin is available in the widths 60, 65 an 80 cm.
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(1, 2) As stylish as practical: the Happy D.2 furniture washbasin in the version with height-adjustable metal console that also 

serves as a towel holder. (3) Form and utility: toilets and bidets are available as wall-mounted, fl oor-standing and back-to-wall 

options, both with and without the SoftClose seat function. (4) The toilets can also be combined with the SensoWash® Starck 

shower-toilet seat. More information about SensoWash® from p. 158.
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You will fi nd the Happy D.2 bathtubs 

on  pages 176, 183, 186
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(1) The delicate wall boards offer practical storage space. They are available in various widths from 60 to 160 cm. (2) Happy D.2 

back-to-wall bathtub, 180 x 80 cm with Combi E whirl system. (3, 4) The console basin sits on a matching vanity unit in new 

brushed Dark Oak fi nish. (right) The furniture washbasin with matching vanity unit whose curved fronts match those of the 

washbasin.

TIDINESS
With the optional, intelligent, 

interior organization system, 

keeping things tidy couldn’t 

be easier. The partition strips 

are available in Walnut or 

Maple.
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(1, 2 and left) Textile elegance, deceptively realistic: the new Linen furniture fi nish introduces a textured and visual elegance into 

the bathroom – and provides a chic contrast to the white of the ceramic and baths. (3) Bathing in pure geometry: the freestanding 

bathtub also adopts the sleek radii of the ceramics, which, in combination with the tall-round rim, embody the true essence of 

what is Happy D.2. Taking a bath is especially comfortable with the optional neckrest.

GOOD REASONS FOR HAPPY D.2

+ Feminine & chic, delicate & elegant

+ sieger design’s new take on an archetype

+ The washbasin and furniture contours 

 are in perfect harmony
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 Bathtubs and shower trays from p. 172     WonderGliss p. 241     Overview of furniture fi nishes from p. 246       

+ Décor, real-wood and textile melamine fi nishes

+ LED technology and optional sound system

+ Particularly high-quality, monolithic-like baths
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